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Smatter Time Encryption gets reviewed by

US NSA and Achieves Classification from

US Bureau of industry and Security

LONDON, ENGLAND, UNITED

KINGDOM, March 1, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- In a significant

stride towards bolstering data

protection, Smatter Time Encryption

has received a prestigious classification

from two of the foremost security

entities in the United States. Developed

with cutting-edge technology, Smatter

Time Encryption employs a

sophisticated algorithm that

dynamically adjusts encryption keys

along with algorithm based on

mathematical and cryptographic

formulas, thereby enhancing the

security of sensitive information.

The classification reviewed by US

National Security Agency (NSA) and

approved by US Bureau of Industry and

Security underscores the exceptional

level of security and reliability offered

by Smatter Time Encryption. This

recognition highlights its capability to

safeguard data against unauthorized

access and potential cyber threats.

"This classification is a testament to the

robustness and effectiveness of

Smatter Time Encryption in securing

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://smatter.org
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Encryption#Encryption_in_cryptography


critical data," remarked Mr Parth Shah, CEO at Smatter. "We are honored to receive this

recognition from esteemed authorities like BIS and NSA, reaffirming our commitment to

advancing data security standards."

By dynamically altering encryption algorithm over time, Smatter Time Encryption fortifies data

protection measures, rendering it significantly more challenging for malicious actors to intercept

or decode sensitive information. This adaptive approach ensures that data remains secure even

in the face of evolving cyber threats.

The acknowledgment from BIS and NSA not only validates the efficacy of Smatter Time

Encryption but also positions it as a preferred choice for organizations seeking robust data

protection solutions. With this classification, Smatter reinforces its dedication to empowering

businesses and individuals with advanced security technologies.

As data breaches continue to pose significant risks to organizations worldwide, the importance

of employing robust encryption methods cannot be overstated. Smatter Time Encryption's

recognition by leading security authorities marks a pivotal moment in the ongoing efforts to

enhance data security standards and mitigate cyber threats.

About Smatter:

Smatter is a pioneering technology company specializing in innovative solutions for data security

and encryption. With a focus on cutting-edge research and development, Smatter is committed

to delivering advanced technologies that safeguard sensitive information in an increasingly

digital world.

For media inquiries or further information, please contact media@smatter.org

End of Release

This press release emphasizes the significance of Smatter Time Encryption's classification from

BIS and NSA, highlighting its advanced capabilities in data security while maintaining a clear and

accessible tone for readers.
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